CONAI
compliance with regulations regarding the recovery of
packages in Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central

www.eos-solutions.it/en/conai.html

CONAI
App for Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central
The CONAI Eos Solutions app allows compliance with
regulations regarding the recovery of steel, aluminum,
cardboard, wood, plastic, glass packaging whithin Business
Central.

Do you want the system to quickly calculate
CONAI contributions? Do you need to print the
CONAI contributions details on purchase and
sales documents? Would you like to choose the
packages directly from the item card?

How it works
Thanks to CONAI you can:
▪

▪

▪

Set a general setup so that the
system automatically calculates the
contributions for packagings
Manage the packages (and
contributions) directly from the
item card
Choose packages connected to
BOM or Assembly List

Quick Guide
Ready in a few steps:
Enter the CONAI setup
2. Create documents that
involve packaging
management
3. Print the documents with
the caption "CONAI"
1.

CONAI - SUMMARY
Press ALT + Q and digit "CONAI" for a summary of the features involved:

Setup
For each material the amount of the contribution must be specified, period by
period, according to regulation:

CONAI Packagings
They represent the types of packaging, which differ from each other only in
the composition of the materials, which are defined by clicking on CONAI
Packagings-> Edit

CONAI Item Packagings
The CONAI packaging must be linked to the combination "Item / Variant /
Unit of Measure" so the system can automatically suggest the weight in the
sales and purchase invoices:

Sales / Purchase CONAI Setup
Enter the Setup in Purchase and Sales for Customer, Material, Country, Period
and choose whether to print CONAI details or the CONAI caption or both.

Each line must be enabled by crossing the Enabled field.

Packaging management from item card
By specific setup, you can define CONAI packages directly from the Item Card,
or from the Item List (by selecting the item of interest)
Item List/Card->Navigate->CONAI->CONAI Packages

Management of packaging linked to bill of materials (BOM) or
assembly list
In Item 1000 (finished product) from Navigate->CONAI->CONAI Packages
you need to choose the option Search on Product BOM or Search on
Assembly BOM

Define item components that are intended to serve as Item CONAI Package.
In the field 'EOS Conai of the Item card you have to choose "CONAI Package":

in the case where you think it is not necessary to define an item CONAI
Package, for each item you can simply choose Explode BOM in the field "EOS
Conai".

Subscription
Some features of the CONAI app require a subscription.
The subscription can be activated from Subscription control panel or directly
from the notification messages that the system proposes, by clicking on the
link that allows you to start the subscription wizard

Contact us for more info:

www.eos-solutions.it/en/contact-support.html

